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Selling in the age of the 
self-informed buyer

We live in an age of growing digital dominance. An increasing number of 
B2B customers are learning and buying digitally. By 2025, 80%

1
 of B2B sales 

interactions between suppliers and buyers will occur on digital channels.  

Before the COVID-19 pandemic, sales success met those with strong, in-person selling 
skills. But the post-COVID buyer is one who is well-informed and cognizant of what the 
market has to offer, if not already contemplating a few shortlisted product or service 
options. Studies show that up to 70%

2
 of B2B buyers have already done their research 

about the company before contacting sales. This means that content is not only 
influencing buyer decisions, it is also facilitating more relevant conversations with sales. 

Therefore, inbound leads will account for a major share of business going forward, 
requiring content to do most of the heavy lifting. So it comes as no surprise that in 2021 
many B2B marketers report

3
 content marketing as the most effective in creating brand 

awareness (80%), building credibility/trust (75%), and educating audiences (70%). 

How can sellers capture demand and earn buyer confidence without an active two-way 
conversation? What emerging content formats should you employ to stay relevant and 
digitally aligned with your customer? For a successful sale, what content pitfalls should 
be avoided?

For marketers eager to develop a winning B2B content strategy, this whitepaper is 
designed to be a handy business reference for 2023 and beyond.  

of B2B buyers have 
already done their 
research about the 
company before 
contacting sales4

70%
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THE WHY: 
Business goals that are 
driving B2B content 
marketing

4
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Every B2B content marketing initiative 
aims to create brand awareness, 
consideration, and conversion. But what 
makes B2B content truly effective is its 
alignment to specific organizational 
goals. This not only ensures marketers 
provide value but also makes it more 
measurable in terms of ROI. 

So, whether it’s gaining more subscribers, 
generating quality leads, or driving 
strong customer support through timely 
engagement, content strategies and 
collateral mapped to specific goals 
are bound to create tangible value 
for customers and lasting credibility, 
retention, and loyalty for businesses.

Goals B2B marketers have achieved by using content marketing  
successfully in the last 12 months  

(Most successful vs. All vs. Least successful)

Create brand awareness 

Build credibility/ trust

Educate audience(s)

Build loyalty with existing clients/ customers 

Generate demand/leads

Nurture subscribers/audience /leads 

Drive attendance to one or more in-person or virtual events 

Generate sales /revenue 

Support the launch of a new product

Build a subscribed audience 

None of the above 

88%

88%

80%

78%

72%

64%

60%

57%

47%

50%

0%

80%

75%

70%

60%

60%

49%

47%

42%

42%

31%

2%

63%

47%

48%

34%

36%

23%

24%

22%

31%

14%

12%

Most  
Successful

All  
Respondents

Least  
Successful

Base: Content marketers. Aided list; multiple responses permitted.
12th Annual Content Marketing Survey: Content Marketing Institute/Marketing Profs July 2021 Source: CMI 

5

of marketers who reported their organizations were either successful or very successful with content 
marketing in 2021 said the value their content provides was the top contributing factor. 

6
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8

THE WHAT: 
Key trends shaping B2B 
content marketing  
in 2023

6
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Marketing spends are shifting 
towards digital

B2B buyers are starting their purchase journeys online and even making purchase decisions digitally. As such, marketers 
are proactively allocating their budgets towards digital channels. In fact, 72%

7
 of the marketing budget is now going to 

purely digital channels, including owned digital, paid digital, and earned digital. 

1

Marketing budget allocation across marketing channels
Mean percentage of budget shown

Owned Digital

Paid Digital

Earned Digital

Offline Ads

Partner/ Affiliate

Events

10.1% Website

1.2% Digital Ads

11.3% Social

9.9% Offline Ads

9.4% Partner

8.4% Events

9.7% Email

9.7% Search Ads

10.5% SEO

9.7% Mobile

0% 15% 30%

n = 384 marketing leaders; excluding “don’t know” 
Q: How is your total marketing expense budget for the current fiscal year being 
allocated to or spent on each of the following marketing channels? Source: Gartner CMO Spend Survey, 2022

72.2% 
Pure digital  
channels

For those contemplating their marketing 
budget allocations, steering more 
investments towards content marketing 
will help:

1. Become a preferred vendor for 
buyers considering a purchase.

2. Generate leads through webinars 
and behind-the-form content such as 
e-books and insight reports. 

3. Shorten the sales cycle through 
informative content through various 
stages of the sales funnel.
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Buyers also have certain content format 
preferences based on their buying stage:

Top of the funnel (Early-stage research): 
Infographics (62%), blogs (58%), and 
podcasts (56%).

Mid funnel: Assessments (49%), webinars 
(48%), and case studies (44%). 

Bottom of the funnel (Late-stage 
research): User reviews (29%), third-party 
analyst reports (29%), and ROI calculators  
(26%)

9
.

Buyers prefer content mapped to 
their specific needs2

True, there’s no dearth of content to inform today’s B2B buyer. The key to differentiation, however, is aligning content with 
buyer needs. Buyers expect you to not just understand their needs, but also to help them get what they want in a jiffy. This will be 
incredibly important once you have gained their confidence as a trusted source.

52% 51%
46%

42%

26%
20% 18% 18%

By issue/pain 
point

By topic By industry/
vertical

By business 
role

By size of the 
organization

By buyer 
stage

By location/
geographic 

region:

By content 
formats

How would you like to see B2B vendors organize content on their websites?

n = 174 B2B executives Source: DemandGen 
8



B2B Content Marketing 

of the marketing 
budget is now going 
to purely digital 
channels, including 
owned digital, paid 
digital, and earned 
digital.7

72%

9
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Marketing automation makes sending 
emails, using social media, and many 
other chores easier, but it’s not just about 
streamlining mundane tasks, rather 
achieving outcomes at scale. The ability to 
establish more meaningful relationships is 
where true power rests.

This was evident in a recent survey
10
  that 

found customer engagement to be one 
of the top five reasons for investing in 
B2B marketing automation. Plus, with 
pandemic-driven budget pressures, those 
that experimented with automated tools like 
live chatbots found 73%

11
 of customers to be 

satisfied with the responses received. This 
indicates that success now will belong to 
businesses ready to rely more on automation, 
whether to scale their ABM initiatives or drive 
productivity by focusing on aspects that need 
their expert intervention.

Automation in B2B isn’t the future, 
it’s the “now” 3

Streamlining marketing and sales efforts

Improving customer engagement

Improving customer experience

Minimizing manual tasks

Increasing number of leads captured

Optimizing workflows

Improving lead quality

Integrating/ centralizing data 

Improving marketing attribution 

Improving multi-channel touch

What are the top reasons for implementing marketing automation?

n = 302 Marketers

Source: The States of Marketing Automation conducted by Ascend2 and Research Partners published August 2021

35%

34%

34%

30%

28%

25%

24%

21%

17%

10%
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Diminishing attention spans is causing corporates to look for more appealing, immersive, and engaging promotion 
formats. Video tops those in terms of consumption. 87%

12
 of marketers say their traffic has increased partly because of video 

marketing. Search engines now reflect more videos in their results and explainer videos as a format are topping the charts.

However, getting your video content right is only half the battle won. Identifying the right channel to promote content is the 
next. According to a recent study, roughly half (49%)

13
 of marketers say LinkedIn is the best platform for posting their video 

content — followed by 28% who marked TikTok as the optimal platform. 

Traditional sales methods were radically disrupted by the pandemic, with most in-person industry events being canceled 
and sales calls being moved from conference rooms to Zoom. Although sales will continue to be increasingly virtual, 
technology-driven, and dependent on self-service, the human elements of networking, establishing relationships, and 
expertise will still be crucial.

The near future will require B2B organizations to focus on improving the tools and data that their sales teams have access to 
in order to more effectively target and engage prospects. Sales enablement leaders would do well to consider reorganizing 
their existing investments and resources of people, content, and technology to support effective virtual selling.

14

LinkedIn and video are a powerful 
content marketing duo  

Sales enablement will be redefined

4

5
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Personalization in the B2B realm is often compared to the B2C experience. 92%
15
 of B2B buyers surveyed said they want and 

expect the same experiences online that they get as consumers.

One major takeaway from the pandemic was that buyers connected better to empathy-based communication. Around 80%
16
 of 

B2B decision-makers want relevant content provided to them at each stage of their buying process. Targeting different buyer 
personas by answering questions like:

Which pain points are blocking their progress?

What motivates them the most?

What outcomes do they define as successes?

Whom do they regard as authorities in their fields?

How have the answers to the above questions changed since the pandemic began?

All these helped strike a sense of trust and belonging amid the crisis. 

Personalization continues to create a 
competitive edge6
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7
Identifying and nurturing audiences showing elevated interest in your 
offerings helps build a strong sales pipeline. Here’s where intent data 
proves essential. Right from ensuring effective retargeting campaigns and 
personalized contextual ads, identifying new potential geographies and areas 
of account expansion, to CTAs that actually work.  

This is important now more than ever as many decision-makers turn to 
seller-free sales experiences. Cristina Gomez, Managing Vice President for 
the Gartner Sales Practice

17
 states, “As customers increasingly learn and buy 

digitally, sales reps become just one of many possible sales channels. Because 
of this, sales organizations must be able to sell to customers everywhere the 
customer expects to engage, interact and transact with suppliers.” 

— Cristina Gomez
Managing VP, Gartner  
Sales Practice17

Sales organizations 
must be able to sell 
to customers every-
where the customer 
expects to engage.

Capturing buyer intent data 
will be important

13
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THE WHERE: 
Top content marketing 
areas attracting  
investment

14
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Among other areas of investment in 2022, more than half of 
the marketers expect increased spending in video

18
         , events 

(digital, in-person, hybrid), owned-media assets, and paid media.

Video, events, 
owned-media assets 
and paid media are 
claiming the buck.

Video 

Events (digital, in-person, hybrid) 

Owned-media assets 

Paid media

Social media management/ community building

Earned media 

Content distribution 

Getting to know audiences better

Content marketing technologies

User experiecne (UX) deisgn

Staffing/human resources

Audio-related content 

Experiential campaigns

Data privacy solutions

Other

None of the above

Areas of B2B Content Marketing Investment in 2022

69%
61%

57%
55%

39%
38%

33%
32%
31%

29%
22%

20%
9%

5%
2%
2%

Base: Content marketers. Aided list; multiple responses permitted
12th Annual Content Marketing Survey: Content Marketing Institute/ Marketing Profs, July 2021

15
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THE HOW: 
Top 10 content types 
that connect with the 
digital-first buyer

16
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1. Thought leadership content

Thought leadership is a critical enabler but breaking through 
the noise is harder than ever. Almost half (47%)

19
 of B2B buyers 

say that most thought leadership does not seem to be created 
with their specific needs in mind. To truly stand out in your 
industry and drive tangible marketing ROI, remember these 
best practices while creating thought leadership content : 

1. Address your buyer persona’s most pressing needs without 
aggressively selling.

2. Leverage insights from internal subject matter experts 
or external partners, for example, senior executives from 
renowned organizations, to influence and support a point 
of view.

3. Share authentic data and insights to inspire trust and 
credibility. 

Case in point:  GE reports
20

 combine discussions on the latest 
breakthroughs and developments in new-age technology and 
the company’s contribution to progress. 

17
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2. Targeted email campaigns 

Studies suggest that the top spot
21
 claimed by digital commerce 

in pre-pandemic marketing budget allocations has now been 
replaced by campaign creation and management. Targeted 
email campaigns are the third-most profitable B2B content 
format

22
. Effective targeted emails connect with customers, 

tie strategy to execution and deliver results. Check out these 
winning tips to drive inbounds, engage, and nurture prospective 
buyers throughout the sales lifecycle:

1. Update, segment, and verify your database
23

 

2. Focus on informative, personalized, and visual content

3. Optimize for multiple screen sizes

4. Craft curiosity-building subject lines 

5. Conduct AB tests for different content sections

6. Schedule them as per your subscribers’ time zones

7. Measure conversion rate using a Google URL builder

Case in point: Ambition
24

, a software product that helps boost 
employee productivity ran a six-week email campaign, targeting 
291 VPs of sales as well as 287 VPs of sales operations, and ended 
up with a total of 73 new leads. 

18
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3. Podcasts 

B2B podcasting has evolved as a great marketing tool, giving 
businesses a remarkable platform to be heard. Statistics show 
that about 40%

25
 of all Americans listen to podcasts - a figure 

that’s seeing a consistent uptick. B2B marketers will benefit from 
podcasting if they follow these top seven best practices:

1. Define ‘why would someone listen’ and ‘why is this valuable

2. 20-40 minutes are an ideal benchmark for creating 
snackable episodes

3. Build credibility through quality content and by telling your 
own story

4. Involve hosts with varied expertise across sectors

5. Identify the right channels to promote your podcast

Case in point:  Trailblazers by Dell
26

 brought out some of the 
most daring stories of business leaders who withstood such 
significant digital disruptions

19
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4. Visual storytelling

Infographics were the third most-used content
27

  type in 2021 
with video being the first. This means that 2 out of 3 of the 
most used styles of content marketing were visual. With an 
overwhelming amount of information online, B2B trendsetters 
are exploring engaging and entertaining formats to leave a 
distinctive brand recall and stay at the forefront. Here are some 
popular ways of how corporates are breaking the text monotony 
in their content: 

1. Sprinkling content, especially newsletters, with relatable 
memes

2. Evaluating content to see what can be turned into an 
interactive infographic

3. Including graphs and charts wherever relevant

4. Leveraging illustrations and scroll-triggered animations to 
showcase their offering’s benefits 

5. Using real-life action photos of their product or solution in 
the making

Case in point: Cisco created a comic book-style resource 
SuperSmart Security

28
  that shares the story of how a fictional 

organization (ACME Corporation) tightened up its security 
practices amid an expansion. 

20
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5. Video marketing 

Videos can help cut through the clutter and create memorable 
impact. 95% 

29
 of B2B buyers say videos play a crucial role in their 

purchase decisions. To captivate your target audience and keep 
them hooked from day one until purchase, check out these winning 
formats employed by modern marketers:

1. To align your strategy with the buyer journey:
Awareness stage: Industry trends, thought leadership, and 
educational videos
Consideration stage: Product overviews, case studies
Purchase stage: Integration tutorials, free demos, and use cases 

2.  To build strong brand credibility:
Leverage videos in the form of customer reviews, testimonials, 
and case studies 

3. To nurture leads:
Develop short video clips for social media, videos for your 
website, and educational videos with effective call-to-action 
(CTAs) 

Case in point: Vonyage a cloud communications brand used 
10-second vignettes under the campaign ‘Vonyage does that’

30
 to 

create a much-required perception shift in the minds of potential 
clients through a use-case approach.

21
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6. Newsletters

81%31 of B2B marketers say their most-used form of content 
marketing is email newsletters. While leveraging this great 
corporate enabler, success bestows itself on those marketers 
who understand that their buyers want to be not just educated 
but also entertained. Things to keep in mind to maximize the 
effectiveness of your newsletter:

1. Be consistent in your tone, design style, and publishing 
time.

2. Experiment with copy length and create curiosity enough 
to spur action.

3. Entertain, yet with a clear theme and strategy in mind.

4. Follow the 90-10 balance. 90% informational – 10% 
promotional.

Case in point: CB insights’
32

 newsletters break away from boring 
corporate stereotypes to engage its audience with business 
intelligence garnished with tongue-in-cheek humor. 

22
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7. Case studies

Case studies move the needle in B2B marketing as they provide 
prospective buyers with a real-world lens about a product or 
service they are considering. They are cost-effective and almost 
instantly connect with sector-specific buyers, paving an organic 
path down the sales funnel. To develop a convincing case study, 
here’s what winning marketers are already doing: 

1. Check if the client you intend to highlight minds 
being referenced in the case study. Let them know the 
advantages.

2. Discuss the most common problems, preferably in a visual 
manner, and map out the process by which the intended 
resolution or results were attained.

3. Find a good client testimonial to share. You can use social 
media or internal resources.

Case in point: A case study by Shopify
33

 offers a crisp yet 
engaging take of how it helped  Bombas, a reputed apparel 
brand solve its e-commerce platform cost and scalability issues. 
The case study is packed with data points and client inpusts and 
testimonials. 

23
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8. Whitepapers

As buyers continue to self-navigate through their purchase 
journey, the need for early-and mid-stage content is high. 
Here’s where whitepapers prove to be one of the most valuable 
content formats

34
  while researching B2B purchases. They 

serve as an effective tool to promote your analysis of a problem 
and proposed solution. To ensure your whitepaper proves 
instrumental in your buyer’s decision-making:

1. Offer as much original and authentic content as possible to 
back your claims.

2. Provide valuable and actionable information. Resist the 
temptation to sell.

3. Pepper your content with visuals and graphs.

4. Try to stick to 6-10 pages. End with a clear call to action.

Case in point: An insightful whitepaper on evaluating EHS 
compliance in supply chain

35

24
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9. Sales battle cards 

Competitive battle cards
36

 are a useful tool to help your product 
or service stand out amid the plethora of businesses vying 
for buyer attention, frequently with comparable products or 
services. 71%

37
 of businesses that use them say they’ve increased 

their win rates as a result. Some fundamental aspects that shape 
effective sales battle cards include:

1. Top features that make your product superior, and why they 
matter to your customers

2. Top features that make your competitor’s product superior, 
and how your sales team can respond when they come up 
in a conversation

3. Social proofs like testimonials and reviews 

4. Recent industry intelligence 

Case in point: A good battle card like Corporate Health Plans 
Inc

38
. helps sales teams stay well prepared for client interactions, 

address their needs and pain points, and convince why its 
packages make market sense.

25
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10. Social media strategy and campaigns 

On evaluating the digital marketing average spend across 
industries, social advertising  tops

39
 the list, closely followed 

by paid search and digital display. This comes as no surprise 
as the self-serviced digital buyer is poised to explore, learn, 
and engage with potential B2B solution providers across both 
formal and informal channels like social media. To win on this 
front, savvy B2B marketers follow these social content best 
practices:

1. Set specific and measurable goals you expect to achieve 
from your content

2. Keep an eye on your competitors’ strategy and messaging 
across channels

3. Share authentic and original content 

4. Participate in industry-wide conversations

5. Provide support and respond to post comments

6. Post consistently and experiment with publishing times

Case in point: Dropbox for Business
40

 achieved 235% of its 
Marketing Qualified Lead (MQL) targets through strong creative 
executions and unique targeted segments on social media.

26
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1. Provide information that will help your customers  
address a need/pain-point 

2. Convince with evidence-based content

3. Craft channel-specific content

4. Time your content wisely

5. Measure performance. Analyze gaps. Optimize. Repeat.

Best practices for

content formats

27
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Evolving customer behaviors  are rewriting the B2B content marketing handbook, 
necessitating digital-first engagement. In a world where B2B buyers are becoming more self-

servicing and spending less time with sales reps, you must make sure your content is seamless 
and informative. 

Successful B2B sales leaders tie in all the spokes of content together to not just deliver high-
quality information but serve up insight-backed perspectives that actually enhance buyers’ lives. 

Netscribes helps leading organizations across industries create research-driven, customer-
centric content assets that help convert leads into long-term customer relationships. 

Want to accelerate your content marketing plans in 2023 and beyond? We’re here to help.

Learn about our Integrated Marketing Solutions or contact info@netscribes.com

CONCLUSION

https://www.netscribes.com/solutions/integrated-marketing-solutions/)%20or%20contact%20info@netscribes.com
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